Not Newt!
Recently, I received word from a friend named Jack who let me
know in no uncertain terms why he was backing Newt Gingrich
and turning his back on Mitt Romney. Mainly, he seemed to like
Newt because of his rousing attacks on the media and Obama.
When it came to Romney, he used such demeaning terms as “nonpatriotic mute,” “phony” and that old reliable, “RINO.”
The truth is, if he was the only person I know who felt that
way, I wouldn’t be terribly concerned. But I have received
similar messages from a couple of other friends. And like
Jack, these are people dedicated to the conviction that the
only way to save America from four more years of Obama’s
expansion of the federal government, war on capitalism,
gutting of the military and putting his stamp on the Supreme
Court for decades to come, is by electing a Republican
president in November.

RINO
Although I initially regarded our views as honest differences
of opinion that didn’t amount to much in the grand scheme of
things, I had to reverse gears after the primary voters in
South Carolina gave 40% of their votes to Gingrich. I then
realized that there was actually a chance that Newt would
carry the GOP flag in the general election.
It was with that grave concern in mind that I responded:
“Dear Jack: I get it that you don’t like Romney’s calm and
rational demeanor. To me, it seems presidential. It is what I
want in a commander-in-chief. You apparently want a president,
or at least a candidate, who gets angry and nasty.
“But please tell me why you think that Newt’s insulting the

moderators at every debate, garnering easy applause from the
folks in the audience, and then being sweet to the media in
the spin room afterwards doesn’t strike you as hypocritical
and self-serving. Talk about phonies!

Mitt Romney
“Why do you ignore the fact that he was censured by House
Republicans when he was Speaker for a financial shenanigan
involving campaign funds, while keeping in mind they let him
slide over the corrupt book deal he cut with media mogul
Rupert Murdoch?
“Why, as a good conservative, don’t you hold it against him
that he helped Nancy Pelosi promote the Al Gore-enriching
global warming hoax?
“Why doesn’t it stick in your craw that he took $1.6 million
of our tax dollars from the corrupt Freddie Mac?
“Even if you don’t seem bothered by Newt’s scuzzy personal
history, why aren’t you at least a tad concerned that it will
turn off a majority of independent voters, the very people who
decide presidential elections?
“Why aren’t you angry that your guy referred to Paul Ryan’s
brilliant economic plan as “right-wing social-engineering,”
and that, motivated solely by personal pique and jealousy,
blasted Mitt Romney for profiting from free market capitalism?
“Not only will the GOP stand a good chance of losing the
presidency if Gingrich garners the nomination, but any number
of Republican candidates for Congress are quaking in their
boots, frightened that he could take them down with him,
enabling vile Harry Reid to maintain control of the Senate.
“Frankly,

I

do

not

understand

why

any

Republican

who

understands the very real danger that Obama represents to
America and the free world would want to risk running Gingrich
in November.
“The irony is that you and Obama are rooting for the very same
guy. Sincerely, Burt”
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